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Proclus’ Commentary on The Republic 
 

Essay 4 -  
 

How can any of the opinions of the divine myths be defended concerning 

                                          

The Gods being the causes of those that are bad . 

                                                                           
 

Concerning The Theological Models that were discussed  

                                                              

in The Second Book of The Republic . 
                                                                         

355 

Among The Theological Models , which were explained in The Second Book of The Republic ,  

P                                        

The First , The One The Gods set-forth , is Always from The Goodness  
                                                             

and it is for These alone that Selves are causes/responsible ,  
                                                                   

I mean for all Those that are Good , but not also for Their opposites ;  
                                             ’            

based upon/assuming The Self-Evident-Principle , that every God is Good .  
                                                                                       

 

Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then , on the one hand , This , would be One of The Laws 

Rep 380C  ’                                                          

and Models/Outlines/Shapes/Characters concerning God , within which the speaker must  speak 

                                                                  

and the poet compose ; that The God is not The Cause of everything , but of Those that are Good . 

                                                 
   

For whenever he says that ‘The God is Good’, we must first bring this to mind ; 
                                                         −  −   

that he means Every God ; for the addition of the definite-article makes evident either  
                                                           

that This is Unique according to Its Preeminence  
                                                                       ’               

(as when we say , ‘The Poet says’ , thus assigning this exceptional poet the highest status) , 
    (                        )  

or else it reveals The Whole Multitude ,  
                                                                                             

as when we say ; ‘The Human-being is Rational’ , by adding the definite article instead of every .  
                                        

Is it not the case then , that if indeed he says in this way that ‘The God is Good’  
                                                                                  

then he would either mean that The First God is Good , or else that Every God is Good .   
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However , it is evident from the conclusions drawn following these Logos’  
                        ’                                                  

that he did not wish to hold-fast solely to these Models concerning The First God ,  
                                           

because he says , that Each One of The Gods is The Most-Beautiful and Best as possible . 
                                                              

 

Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , it is also impossible , that God “should wish to alter” Self . 

RepC                                                                 

But as it is likely , Each One of Selves  , by Being , The Most-Beautiful and The Best that is 

                                                                

Possible , Eternally Abides , Absolutely-Simple In The Ideal-Form-Perfect of Self . 

                                                                                     
 

But it is also evident from those Self-Evident-Principles in Those Models  
                                                                             

that poets write , whose Logos is not entirely about The First .   
                                         

If we are speaking Correctly , then this is the first Self-Evident-Principle that must be assumed ;  
                                                                                 

  

Every God Is Good .  
             

 

The Oracles also Provide Testimony for This Self-Evident-Principle in which They censure  
                                                                 

the impiety of human-beings by declaring : (Chaldean Oracles Fragment 15) 
                                 

 

356          Does thou not know that Every God Is Good ? Ah laboring-mules , Sober-up ! 

P28                 ’                                      
 

Then it is said in The Laws that there are Three Aspects that Characterize The Gods ;  
                                                                   

 

Goodness (Book 10 900D)  

 

 

 

                    Intuitive-Knowledge (901D)               Power (902C)                
 

Goodness , Power , Intuitive-Knowledge ; on the one hand , he grasps     
                                                                       

the first through The First Model ,  
                                                                

while on the other hand , the other two through The Second Model ,  
                                                                                                

by saying that The Truth and The Immutability are in The Gods .  
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For on the one hand , the first of these pertains to Intuitive-Knowledge ,  
                                                                                                   

while on the other hand , the second pertains to Power .  
                                                                                            

Therefore , The Truth is indeed The Perfection of Intuitive-Knowledge ,  
                                                                              

while The Immutability/Impassivity/Changelessness is The Perfection of Power . 
                                                                                                                     

Therefore on the one hand , this is The First Self-Evident-Principle ;  
                                                                                                        

while on the other hand , it has been assumed with a Certain Necessary Limiting-Condition .  
                                                                                      

for it was not simply stated that , ‘The God is Good’  
                                                                             

but rather that ‘The God Is Truly Good ,  
                                                       ’                              

which customarily separates That which Truly Is , from that which does not Truly exist ,  
                                                                                   

which on the one hand ,  Guards That One Unmixed with the opposite ,  
                                                                   

while on the other hand , this is said to be already filled-full of that which is inferior . 
                                                                             

      For That which is called Truly Life and Truly Intellect and Truly Beauty , 
                                                                                   

are Those which in no way subsist with those that are opposite ;  
                                                                       

lifelessness , ignorance or ugliness .  
                                                                             

Whereas each of these that do not Truly exist , 
                                                                            

 are those which are mixed with something of those that are inferior .  
                                                                                        

Therefore Every God is Truly Good ; by Being In The Way of Ousia , According to The Good   
                                                                              

and by not possessing The Good as That which subsequently/newly acquired  
                                                                      

nor as a Habit/Disposition  
                                                             ’                

(for That which is Good in this way , Participates of The Good , but is not Truly Good) 
      (                                                )  

Accordingly then The Hyparxis According to Self is that The God Is Good ,  
                                                    ’                           

According to That which Is also Divine , not something else than Being ; consequently Good ,    
          ’                                                                       

but The-Good-Self , just as The First Self , The-Good . 
                                 ’                  
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Therefore , from these , One Self-Evident-Principle has been assumed , then it is split into  
                                                                     ’      

two arguments , through which it is shown that on the one hand , Every God Is The Cause  
         ’                                           

of those that are good , but that on the other hand , of none of those that are bad/defective .  
                                                                                                                   

And so on the one hand , this argument proceeds in this way ; 
                                                                                  

I. Every God Is Truly Good . 
                                                                         

2. Nothing That Is Truly Good is harmful . 
                                                                       

3. That which does not harm is not harmful . 
                                                                               

4. That which does nothing wrong is The Cause of none of those that are defective/bad . 
                                                                      

Accordingly then , Every God Is The Cause of none of those that are defective/bad/sick . 
                                                                                        

 

In which there must first be seen , that the term ‘nothing’ and the term ‘none’  
                                                           

have been assumed as part of the premise , and as part of the predicate ; 
                                                 

for otherwise the subject could not also have the Pre-Limiting-Condition of ‘every’.  
P29                                                            

Next , that while all these premises appear to be negations ,  
                                ’                                 

except for one , by conversion they are affirmations : 
                                                           

Thus it is clear that their subsequent order always assumes the subject terms with the negation . 
                                                 

Then of The Formidable Contemplative Forms of Logos , Observe 
                                                                 

both The Realities/Real-Ideas and Their Connection with the premises .  
                                                       

‘Every God Is Truly Good’; The Self-Evident-Truth of this argument ;  
                                                                               

‘That which Is Truly Good is not harmful’ .  
                                                               

For if That which Is Truly Good , Possesses Ousia in Its Good   
                                                                                                             

and is not good in some particular/certain way (for it was assumed to be Truly Good) , 
                                                      (                 )   

then That which Is Truly Good does not have the capacity/potential of being harmful  .  
                                                                                                       

For by possessing this potential , it would have a share of the opposite defective condition   
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and would no longer be Truly Good ;  
                                                           ’       

for there is no other aspect that participates of Its opposite ,  
                                                            

for That which is Truly Beautiful has no share of that which is ugly  
                                                                     

neither according to Its Power/Potential nor according to Its Energy/Activity ,  
                                                                            ’                       

if indeed we have correctly Delimited That which Truly Is and that which is not Truly . 
                                                                                 

Therefore That which is Truly Good , cannot possibly be harmful for this reason ; 
                                                                    

since It does not have the potential/capacity/power that is opposed to The Good , 
             ’                                                              

through this , It is not harmful .  
         

For he says (at 379B) ‘Since that which is not harmful in no way harms’ .  
                                                                         

Adeimantos: (he said) Rightly so , but surely then in regards to this Self ; 
                                         ’                              

what should Its Models/Patterns/Types/Characteristics of Theology (Logos’ of God) be ?   
                                                                                                         
Socrates: (then I said) In the following way somehow ; The Character of The God must always ,   
                    ’                                                                                

be Attributed , without a doubt , such as that which Self  happens to Be ,  whether the poetry   
                                                                         

be composed in epic or in lyric or in a tragic mode . 
            

Adei:  Yes , that must be the case . (  .) 
Soc:  Is it not the case then , that any attribute which is indeed Attributed to God ,   

379B                                                                                                              

Is Truly/In Reality Good , and hence , It must necessarily be Attributed/Spoken in this way ? 
                                                                                                    

Adei:  What then ? (   ) 

Soc:  But certainly , nothing that is indeed Good is harmful , is it ? 
                                          

Adei:  It does not appear so to me . (     ) 

Soc:  Take notice then , can That which is not harmful , do harm ? 
                ’                                             

Adei:  Not in any way ! ( ) 

Soc:  Therefore , can That which does no harm , do anything wrong ? 
                                                                     

Adei:  Not this either (  ) 

Soc:  Therefore , can That which does no wrong ,  indeed be the cause of any defect ? 
                                                             

Adei:  How could it ? (   ) 
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Soc:  What follows then ? Must The Good be Beneficial/Useful ? 
                                                                 

Adei:  Yes . ( ) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , is It The Cause of Success/Prosperity/Well-being/Good-Deeds ? 
                                                                                         

Adei:  Yes . ( ) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , The Good is indeed The Cause , not of all , but on the one hand ,  
                                                                       

 of Those that have to be Good  , but on the other hand , blameless of those that are defective . 
                                                                                               

Adei:  (he said)  Absolutely so !  (    ’ ) 

Soc:  (then I said)  It follows then , that The God , by Virtue of Being Good , could not be   
C   ’                                                                          ’   

the cause of all , as the many say , but on the one hand , The Cause of Few for human-beings ,   
        ’                              

but on the other hand , blameless of many ; for The Good are much Fewer for us than the bad ;  
                                                               

Hence , on the one hand , no other , must be assumed as The Cause of The Good , but on the  
                                                                       

other hand , we must search for something other than causes for defects , but not The God .   
                                                 ’         ’        

Adei: (he said) Thine Logos appears most True to me .   
                                       

Soc: (then I said)   Accordingly then , one must not accept , neither from Homer nor from     

379D  ’                                                          ’ 

any other poet , the same error about The Gods , and thoughtlessly miss the mark  
            

by saying that ,  
    

two jars lie-stored , sealed-in-wax on the floor in the palace of Zeus , 

                                                                          

the one , filled-full of Goods , but the other , of that which brings misery . 

                                    ()                              

And to whomsoever , on the one hand , Zeus may mix and give of both , 

                                                                                    

surely one meets with that which is bad at one time, but with the Good at another , 

                                                       ’                 

but for whomsoever He may not , but gives of the other unmixed , 

                               ’                                            ’           

in that case , a wrong hunger drives him ; throughout the lower regions ; 

                                                             
ILLIAD XXIV 527-532 

Nor must we accept Zeus as the dispenser to us as 

379E                                   ’                                    

 

having wrought both good and bad . 
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Therefore , in what way are these set-apart ?  
                                                                                  

Or does the former one remove the power (of harming) ,  
                                                                   

while this latter one proceeds even further to remove the opposite energy/activity .  
                                                                

For ‘harmful’ thus means , that which has the potential power to do harm ,  
                                                                 

even if it does not actually harm , while its activity is actual harm .  
                                                                         

Therefore in as much as That which is able to be heated differs from That which heats ,  
                                                                                   

in this way also is that which is harmful set-apart from that which harms .  
                                                                       

Therefore it is clear that in all such cases that ,  
         

on the one hand , that which is actual/energized/active is also capable/has potential-power ,  
                                                                                                                    

while on the other hand , that which has potential-power/is capable is not necessarily actual . 
                                                                                                      

So that if something does harm , then it is also harmful , but certainly not the other way round . 
 ’                                                                    

Therefore by converting with negation it assumes that , That which is not harmful  
                                                            

in no way harms . Therefore ‘That which does no harm’ he says ; ‘can do no wrong’,  
                                                            

for these statements are made Equal to each other ,  
                                                                               

and if anything does harm , then it gives something bad to that which is being harmed . 
                                                                               

and if anything does harm , then it harms that which undergoes/experiences the harm . 
                                                                                           

Then because this is True , one could grasp from this definition of harm ;  

P30                                                       

-for this was defined in The First Book (335B)-  
                                                              

 

The Outline/Model of Justice Becomes Apparent 

Socrates:  9  (then I said)  Is it Just then , for The Just Person to harm any human being at all ? 
                         ’                        

Polemarchus: (he said) Of course it is , surely , one must do harm to the worthless and enemies . 
                                                                    

Soc:  But when horses are injured ; do they become better or worse ? 
               ’                        

Pol:  They become worse . ( ) 

Soc: According to The Excellence/Virtue of dogs, or according to The Excellence of horses ? 
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Pol:  According to The Excellence of horses . 
                                               

Soc: Take notice then , when dogs are injured , do they become worse in The Excellence   
               ’                                   

of dogs , but not according to The Excellence of horses ? 
   ’                    

Pol:  Necessarily . ( ) 

Soc:  But what about human beings , O companion ,  are we not to say in the same way ,  
C                                                                         

that they become worse according to human Excellence , when they are injured ? 
                                    

Pol:  Very much so . (     ) 

Soc:  Then , is not Justice/Righteousness/Fairness , a human Excellence/Virtue ? 
          ’                                                      

Pol:  That is also necessary .  (’     ) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , O friend , those who are harmed , according to The Excellence    
                                                                           

of human beings , must necessarily become more unjust . 
                        

Pol:  It is likely . ( ) 

Soc:  Take notice then . Is it possible for those who are musical , to make one unmusical ,  
               ’                                                             

by means of Music ? (  ) 

Pol:  That is impossible . ( ) 

Soc:  Then is it possible , for horsemen to make bad horsemen , by means of Horsemanship ? 
                                                                                                     

Pol:  It is not . (  ) 

Soc:  Then is it indeed possible , for The Just to make one unjust , by means of Righteousness ?    
D                                                                                       
or in general , can The Good , make one bad , by means of Excellence ? 
                                                      

Pol:  It is then , impossible . (  ) 

Soc:  For it is not the work/activity/energy of Heat to cool , I suspect , but the opposite ? 
                                                          ’    

Pol:  Yes . ( ) 

Soc:  Neither is it the work of the dry to make things wet , but the opposite . 
                                                            

Pol:  Entirely so . (   ) 

Soc:  Nor surely then , is it the work of The Good to injure , but the opposite , to Benefit ? 
                                                                          

Pol:  So it has come to light . ( ) 

Soc:  But The Just Person is indeed Good ? 
                                           

Pol:  Entirely so . (  ) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , it is not the work of The Just to do harm , O Polemarchos ,  
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neither to a friend nor to anyone else , but of Their opposite ; of the unjust person . 
             ’                           

Pol:  (he said) You appear to me , to speak the absolute Truth , O Socrates. 
                                           

Soc:  Accordingly then , if anyone says it is ‘just’ to give back what is owed to everyone ,  
E                                         

surely then if he thinks this by Self , that on the one hand , injury is owed from ‘the just man’,  
                                              

to their enemies , but on the other hand , benefit is owed to their friends , then the one who said    
                                                                                                  

this was not wise ; for he did not speak The Truth , since it has been shown by us , that to injure   
                                                           

anyone , is never in any way Just .  
               

Pol:  (to which then , he said)  I agree .  (  ’       ) 

Soc:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , we shall fight , Thou and I in common ,  
          ’                                                 

if anyone says that Self has been said either by Simonides , or Bias , or Pittacus ,   
                                            

or any other of the wise and blessed men . 
 ’         

Pol:  (he said)  Then , I at least am ready , to take part in common of this battle . 
                        ’                                  

  

that harm is making anything whatsoever worse by Its Innate/Characteristic Excellence .  
                                                     

But if anything makes anything worse, then it is clear that it wrongs that which is being harmed. 
                                                                                  

Accordingly then , if Something in no way at all harms ,  
                                                                                             

then It makes nothing worse by Its Innate Excellence . 
                                                           

 but if It makes nothing worse by Its Innate Excellence ,  
                                                                   

then It harms none of The All .  
                                                                      

< but if It harms none of The All > , then It makes nothing at all bad .  
                                                          

For that which does something wrong , harms the recipient , and on the one hand 
                                                           

it is likely that these terms convert ; that which harms and that which does wrong . 
                                                            

Whereas the one must be referred to that which passively undergoes/receives the share  ,  
                                                      

while the other must be referred to that which actively undergoes/gives the share ,  
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for that which the recipient undergoes is wrong , whereas this one is not harmed ,  
                                                                  

but rather , that one in which this harm/bad/defect exists (Apology 30C-D) , 
                     ’                                                    

so that on the one hand it harms the subject (not the object) ,  
                                                                                   

since on the other hand , that does harm to the subject in which it exists  ; such as 
                                                                                          

on the one hand , if something makes an illness , it is not the illness that is harmed , 
                                                                                         

 but rather on the other hand , that which carries/bears/has the illness .   
                                                                                                    

Therefore , since it is nothing separable/set-apart from those that are bad ,  
                                                                                     

then it is entirely in another (not In Self) , thus it is clear that  
                               ’                                                      

everything that does anything wrong , harms any subject that exists prior to the defect .  
                                                     

 

Sun-Fire : In Self 

Light : Of Self 

Air : Of Self and of another 

Water : of another 

Earth : another 
 

Therefore , by saying that That which is not harmful does nothing wrong ,  
                                                                             

he assumes this on the basis that no Subject is made worse ,  
                                                 

nor does It make any disposition in Self contrary to nature . 
                                                                 

 

Socrates:   23   Thou are doing well indeed . Then please me further and tell me the following ;  
                                                                              

does thou think that either a city , or an army , or a gang of robbers or thieves , or any other  
                                                            

body of men ; as many as set out upon some unjust purpose in common , would be     
                                                                         

able to achieve any objective , if they would deal unjustly/unfairly with each other ?   
                                                                        

Thrasymachos:  (to which then , he said) Not in any way . 
                                           ’                             

Soc: What if they did not deal unfairly with one another ? Would they be more likely then ? 

D                                                                                                   

Thras:  Entirely so . (  ) 

Soc: For I suspect faction and hate and strife among themselves , are indeed produced by  
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injustice , O Thrasymachos , but Likeness-of-mind and Friendship by Righteousness , or not? 
                                                     ; 
Thras:  (to which then , he said) Let it be so , in order that I may not disagree with thee . 
                              ’                                                                  

Soc:  But thou are indeed doing well , O best of men  .  Then tell me the following .     
         ’                                                                

Accordingly then , if this is the work of injustice ; to implant hatred wherever it may exit ,      
                                                                 

then will not its presence , both among free men and slaves , make them hate one another ,    
                                   

and form factions and be unable to act with each other in common ? 
         ’    

Thras:  Entirely so . (  .) 

Soc:  What follows then ? If injustice is found among Two , will they not     
                                                           

be at variance and hate and be enemies , both to each other and to those who are Just ? 
()                     

Thras: (he said) They will .(   .) 

Soc:  Then what if injustice does come to exist in One person , O wonderful one , surely then    
                                                                              

will injustice lose the power of self ; or will injustice keep the power of self , undiminished ? 
                                                                                 

Thras:  (he said) let the power of self remain undiminished . 
                                                                

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that such as this appears to be the kind of power injustice has ;    
                                                                         

such that , wherever injustice may come to exist , whether in a city or race or army or       
                                                     

anything else , first of all , injustice makes it powerless to act in accord with Self , because of  
A               ’               

factions and differences , next then , it is an enemy both to itself and to every opponent , and    
      ’                   

to The Just . Is it not in this way ? 
                     

Thras:  It is entirely so . (  ) 

Soc:  And certainly , in One person , I believe , injustice will work all these defects     
                                                                       

which that very nature makes that person endure/experience/undergo ; first on the one hand ,     
                                                                                         

injustice will make Self powerless to act/perform Its duty , by being in a state of rebellion  
                                                              

and not of One-mind : Self with Itself ; next on the other hand , it will make Self an enemy both  

                                                                                   

to Itself and to Those who are Just ; is that not so ? 
                                   

Thras:  Yes . ( ) 
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Soc:  But The Gods , O Friend , are indeed also Just  ? 
B                      ’     

Thras: (he said) Let Them be So . 
                              

Soc:  Accordingly then , the unjust person will also be an enemy to The Gods ,   
                                                                        

O Thrasymachos , while The Just Person , will be a Friend to The Gods . 

                                                                

Thras:  (he said)  Confidently , feast-well of The Logos ;  
                                          

for I at least , shall not oppose thee , in order that I may not be hated by Those Present . 
                                                  

Soc:  (then I said) Come then , and fill me up with the remainder of the feast by answering  
          ’                          

just as you are now doing .  For on the one hand , we say that The Just have come to Light to be 
C                                                          

more-skilful/wiser and stronger and able to act more-effectively with each other ,    
                      ’   

while we also say , that the unjust are ever yet to accomplish anything in a vigorous way                
                                                                     

in common with each other , and speaking of which , this which we say is not altogether True ;        
            ’                                              

for if they were absolutely unjust they could not have abstained from being unjust to each other ,   
                                                 ()                   

thus it is clear that some degree of Justice existed in Selves , which made them abstain from    
                                                           ’ 

wronging both each other as well as those of their group , at the same time , by means of which   
                                                                   ’          

they accomplished as much as they accomplished . Thus they were unjustly impelled onward     
                                                                                                      

by being semi-wicked in their injustice , since whole-villains , and those perfectly-unjust   
D                       

are also perfectly-powerless to act at all . Thus , on the one hand , I learn , that these Ideas   
                                                  

have these Qualities , in this way , but not in the way that thou set-down at first . While on the  
                                        ’                          

other hand , one must examine , if The Just both possess a Better Life than the unjust , and are 
                                                                 

also More-Spiritually-Sound ; the very Disposition , they thus came to Light to possess already ,   
                                                                             

as it indeed appears to me , from the arguments which we stated - that which we proposed (347E)     
                                                                           

to consider at a later time - but nevertheless , one must examine it , even Better/more carefully ; 
                ’                                           

For This Logos concerns no mere happenstance , but concerns in what way one must Live . 
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And in this way there is a difference between the terms of this premise . 
                                                  

Surely then That which does nothing wrong , he says , is not the cause for any of the defects .  
                                      −    −          

For if It is the Cause of anything , then It would have to possess the Power to do wrong ,  
                                                                           

so that at some time It will possess its corresponding Actuality/Energy . 
                                                                                         

Therefore if we give/posit/attribute that which is in-a-Potential-state as already being Actual ,  
                                                                                        

then there will be that which is ‘the cause’ for some wrong by doing some harm ,  
                                                                         

from which it results that That which does absolutely no wrong , does something wrong !  
                                                                  

But this impossibility did not result from the hypothesis that was assumed ;  
                                        

that that which is in-a-Potential-state , is already something Actual   
                                                                                                 

(for that which is impossible does not follow from that which is possible) , 
                   (                                                              )    

but rather , since That which does absolutely no wrong  
                                                                            

was said to be ‘the cause’ of something harmful/wrong/defective . 
                                                                                     

Accordingly then , it is True that This is ‘the cause’ of none of the defects . 
                                                               

Therefore on the one hand , this argument leads to the conclusion that Every God is The Cause  

P                                                            

of no defect/wrong . On the other hand , the argument which follows after this , unfolds that  
                                                                                         

Every God is solely The Cause of the Good , through terms that are opposite 
                                                 

to the previous ones ; in which their negations were assumed . They also have the correct order ;  
                                                  

since the first removes the worse from The Gods , while the second adds The Better .  
                 

For it would not be Advantageous for The Gods to be that which is not the cause of defects   
                                                                 

(for neither is the goat-stag) , but by being The Cause of All Those that are Good . 
     (        )                       

Therefore , the following is The Second Logos/Argument . 
                                                                 

1) Every God Is Truly Good . 2) That which Is Truly Good Is Solely Beneficial . 
                                                         

For this is opposed to that which is harmful , by signifying A Beneficial Power ,  
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For that which is Beneficial is one , and That which is Benefitting is another .  
                                                                                  

For that which is nutritious is beneficial but not Actually .  
                                                                       

For this reason , it is also possible to go on to the next step . 
                                                                                  

3) Therefore That which is Solely Beneficial Solely Benefits . 
                                                                           

For surely then It does not harm , by Being Solely Beneficial .  
                                                              

Therefore It Is Wholly/Universally not harmful .  
                                                                                         ’    

Nor in turn will it ever be possible that Self will not Benefit ,  
                               ’            −                    −     

for that which is potentially-possible accepts/admits/allows coming to be . 
                                                                                            

Therefore if this were assumed to happen , then it will happen that  
                                                                                   

that which never benefits , will benefit at some time , which is impossible .  
                                                              

But this is not the case because of the assumption/hypothesis (3) , 
                                                                                   

but because we assumed that That which has Potential-Power to Benefit will never benefit . 
  ’                                                                   

 

4) But certainly That which Solely Benefits , Does Solely Good . 
                                                                 

For to have the potential-power to harm would be to do something that is harmful ,  
                                                                                            

but It has been assumed to Solely Benefit .  
                                                                                   

And in turn one must See the Difference between these two terms ,  
                                                  

since the one refers to Its Activity/Energy towards The Subject ,  
                                                       

while the other refers doing-good to those that belong to The Subject . For if doing-good 
                                                               

 happens to promote Health and Excellence , while it does not benefit Those Produced ,  
                                     ’                       

but rather it benefits Those that Participate of These , such as body and The Soul .  
                                                                     

So that , these terms are not The Same , 
                                                                   

since they have to refer to Different Entities , even if they are convertible ,  
                                             

for which , surely then some people have condemned this arguments . 
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Then the remaining assumption in this syllogism is : 

P                                                  

5) That which Solely Does Good Is Solely The Cause of Those that are Good ; 
                                                                       

from which it gathers-together that Every God Is Solely The Cause of Those that are Good . 
      ’                                                                   

And so on the one hand , we have gone through all the premises in the case of the second 
                                               

 syllogism , whereas on the other hand ,  Plato set out only the extremes by saying that ; 
                                                           

All that Is Truly Good is Solely Beneficial ,  
                                                     

and that All That Is Solely Beneficial Is Solely The Cause of Good-Deeds (Rep 379B) ,  
                                                        

by assuming ‘the good deed’ in place of ‘all that is good’.  
                                                                  

For this reason he also inferred that The God is Solely The Cause of Those that are Good  
                                                                        

among human beings ; for ‘the good deeds’ take place among human-beings ,  
                                                             

and this is so because of actions , but this is so , because of choice . 
                                                      

Since on the one hand there are ‘good-things’ that take place among those that are irrational ,  
                                                                                                                       

whereas on the other hand , there are no actions for those that lack Soul . 
                                                                                      

For this reason that which is good , in their case , is not called a good deed . 
                                                           

 

Corollary/Porism/Wind-fall/Gift of Hermes   

Thus on the one hand , we stated what is the common starting point of these two syllogisms . 
                                                                             

on the other hand , let us now state what Porism it is possible to draw from both of them .  
                                                         ’      

For if The God and Every God is Solely The Cause of Those that are Good  
                                                                

but of nothing harmful/unjust/bad , then it is also brought forth at the same time  
                                                                                     

that there is no Idea of defects/wrongs/failures/mistakes/failing-to-hit-The-Mark . 
                                                                                                                    

For if that were the case , then God will be The Idea of defects , 
                                                                                         

if indeed Every Idea Is God/Divine , as Parmenides (134C) proclaimed . 
                                                                  

 

Parmenides:      On the one hand , is it not also the case , that if Self Knowledge is 
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The Knowledge of That which Is True , then Knowledge would be of That Self ? 
                                            

Socrates:  Perfectly so .  ( ) 

Parmenides:  But then in turn , on the other hand , will every Knowledge , which Is , 
                                                                           

Be The Knowledge of Each-one of The Real Beings that Exist ; or not ? 
                                                 

Soc:  Yes , it will . ( ) 

Par:  But will not The Knowledge among us , be The Truth which exists among us ?   
                             ’                ’         

And in turn , would not Each Knowledge among us , be a Knowledge of Each of Those      
B                 ’                

Beings/Reason-Principles/Relationships that happen to exist among us ?    
                                                                            ’     

Soc:  Necessarily so . ( ) 

Par:  But certainly , The Ideal Selves , as you indeed agree , we neither possess ,  
                                              

nor can They exist As Such among us . 
                    ’    

Soc:  Certainly not then . (  ) 

Par:  But Every Genus/Class/Whole of Self is somehow Recognized to be /Known to be     
                                                                                    

That which It Is indeed , by means of The Idea of The Knowledge of The Self ? 
                                   ’                        

Soc:  Yes . ( ) 

Par:   Which Ideal Real Being , we do not indeed possess . 
                                                                    

Soc:  We do not . ( ) 

Par:   Accordingly then , not a Single One of The Ideas are Recognized/Known by us , 
                                                                     

seeing that we do not Participate of Self Knowledge ! 
                             

Soc:   It does not seem likely . (  ) 

Par:   Accordingly then , The Beautiful Self  , which is also The Good Self and All Selves 
                                                                          
which we have surely taken-up as Being Ideas , are also  Un-Known by us ? 
C                      

Soc :  I am afraid they are . 
                  

Par :  Behold then , this even more fearful consequence . 
                                  

Soc :  What is it  (  ) 

Par :   You will say perhaps , that if indeed there is a Certain Genus/Class of Knowledge ,  
                                                                                  

then Self Is much more-Perfect than the knowledge which exists among us ; and the same goes   
                       ’                           
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for Beauty , and all the other Genera/Classes/Kinds/Wholes .  
                                                          

Soc:  Yes . ( ) 

Par:  Is it not the case , that if indeed anyone else Partakes of Self Knowledge ,  
                                                           

then thou will not affirm that anyone Possesses That Most Perfect Knowledge more than God ? 
                                                     

Soc:  Necessarily not . ( ) 

Par:  Take notice then ; will it be possible in turn , that The God , can Know of our affairs ,  
D          ’                                                    ’    

by Possessing Self Knowledge ? 
                  

Soc:  Why not ? (   )  

Par:   Since it has been agreed by us , O Socrates , that neither do Those Ideas Have  
                                    ’           

The Power which They Possess in relation to Those among us , nor Those among us ,     
                                             ’       ’       

in relation to Those ; but that Selves exist in relation to Selves in each realm . 
                  ’                                            

Soc:  It was so agreed . (  ) 

Par:  Is it not the case , that if there Is The Most Perfect Mastership among The Divine , and  
                                                                     
The Most Perfect Self Knowledge , then neither will The Mastership of Those Gods Rule      
                ’                        

over us at any time , nor will Their Knowledge Know of us , nor of any other of our concerns , 
E     ’                            ’     

and in a similar way , we cannot rule over Them by our rule , nor can we Know/Recognize 
                  ’         

That which Is Divine , in any way , through the assistance of our knowledge .  And again ,    
                                                                                    

according to The Self/Same Logos , They will neither , be our (Immediate-JFB, Sym 202e-203a)   
                                                                      

Rulers (Apology 31a , Phaedo 62b) nor have any Cognition of human affairs (by Self-Knowledge) .  
                                                 

Soc:  But then would not The Logos , be wondrous in the extreme ,  
                                                      

insofar as one were to deprive The God of knowing ? 
                                                    

Par:   Nevertheless , O Socrates , these and very many other consequences besides these ,  
A                                         

must be so in relation to The Ideas , if The Ideal Selves of The Real Beings Exist , and if one 
                                               

determines that Each One is a Certain Ideal Self ; so that one who hears these words is puzzled    
                                                                    

and questions whether Selves do exist ; or if They do Exist , that They Exist in The Highest 
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Degree , so that it appears abundantly necessary that Selves must be unknown by human nature . 
                                                                            

And whosoever speaks in this way , may appear to say something important ; and , which  
                                                                                    

we just now said , may be thought of as being an extraordinary statement , by remaining unable  
                                                                                          − 

to be persuaded . And yet on the one hand , as it falls to The Ability of  an Individual of a Very   
−                                                                        

Good Natural Disposition , to be able to learn that there is a Certain Genus of Each Idea , and 
           (Phi32B , Rep399C)                                                        

That of Self Ousia According to/In-and-Of Self , so on the other hand , they will deserve - even 
B                        ’                                                      −       

greater admiration , who having made this Discovery , shall be able to teach yet another person  
       −                                                             

how to thoroughly-well-distinguish all these particulars , in a Sufficiently-Efficient Way . 
                                                                                           

Soc:  I agree with Thee entirely , O Parmenides , for Thou speaks According to my Intellect . 
                                                                  

Par:  But nevertheless in turn , O Socrates , if anyone indeed  , does not permit The Ideas 
                                                                     

of The Real-Beings to be , by not Keeping their Mind Fixed upon all these recent objections   
                                                                               

and others like them , and does not Define One of Each Particular/Certain Idea/Genus/Model , 
                                                                

surely then , they will have no where to turn their understanding , while they do not allow that   
                                                                                       

The Idea of Each One of The Real Beings Is Always of The Self , and in this way,    
C                                        

entirely destroy The Power of Dialectics .  
                                                   

              Therefore , in such a way , Thou also appears to perceive much According to my Mind . 
                                                                                    

Soc:  Thou speaks The Truth .  
                           . 

 

And if the idea of defects were a God ,  
                                                                         

but if Every God Is Solely The Cause of Those that are Good , but of no defects ,  
                                                                           

then there will also be the idea of defects that is Solely The Cause of Those that are Good ,   
                                                                      

but of none of the defects . But That which is not The Cause of not one defect at all , is not 
                                             −                           −           

A Paradigm/Model of defects ; for The Paradigm is also One Certain Cause among Causes .  
                                                                       

Therefore by That not being a Paradigm of defects , It is not an Idea of defects ,  
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for All Ideas are Paradigms/Models/Perfections . 
                                                                    

Accordingly then it results that the idea of defects could not exist ; this self idea of defects . 
                                                     

But if there were an idea of defects , then what would that be which creates in relation to self ?   
                                                                                           

For one might equally say that it is not the idea that creates ,  
                                                                            

but something else creates by looking in-relation-to/at self . 
                                                                                   

Therefore on the one hand , if The God contains self , then this is impossible ,  
                                                                            

if indeed The God is The Cause of none of the defects . 
                                                                       

Whereas on the other hand , if the one who creates is something therein among the defects ,  
                                                                                                              

then by Knowing The Whole Paradigm , he will also Know Its image , but then  

P                                                           

the creator will then create that which is defective through Knowledge , which is impossible ;  
                                                                              

for ignorance does all that is wrong/defective/bad  , as it has been shown in the Meno (76D). 
                                                             

 

Soc:  Surely then , from these statements , “Conceive/Connect that which I mean/say”, as Pindar says .  

D                                          ()                            

For Color is The Flow from Shapes that is Symmetrical and Perceptible to sight . 

                                             

Men:  That , O Socrates , appears to me to be the best answer you have stated . 

                     

Soc:  Probably because it is spoken in a style to which thou are accustomed , and at the same time ,  

                                                                          

I think you realize , that from self , you will be able to state what both sound and smell are ,  

                                     

as well as all the other senses .   

E        

Men:  Entirely so .  

         .   

Soc: For the answer is theatrically tragic, O Meno, so that it pleases thee more than the one about Shape . 

                     

Men:  It does indeed . ( .) 

Soc: But it is not , O son of Alexidemos , as I persuade myself , since the former one is better . But I think 

             ’              

that it would not appear so to thee , just as you were saying yesterday , if it were not necessary for thee 

              ’                                                   

to leave before The Mysteries , but if you Remained and were Initiated .  

               

Men:  But I will remain , O Socrates , if you will give me many such answers . 

    ’             
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Soc:  But I will most certainly not be lacking in eagerness to give you such answers , both for thine sake  

                                                 

and my own , but I may not be able to give you many such answers in this way . But come along then ,   

   ’     ’               ’      

and you must try to fulfill thine promise , by telling me concerning , what is Virtue as a Whole , and as 

                 

those who make jokes say whenever someone breaks something ; stop making many out of One , but  

                ’ 

Allow It to Remain Whole and Sound and say what Virtue Is .  Since you have indeed received    

B                                                               

The Paradigms/Models/Perfections from me . 

                                                                           ’     

Men:  Now then , it appears to me , O Socrates , that virtue is , just as the poet says ,  

                           

“To Rejoice in those that are Beautiful and to be Able (to Provide them) .” 

                                                               

And so I say that this is virtue ; desiring beautiful things and to be able to acquire them .  

              

Soc:  Are you saying that one who desires beautiful things is a desirer of good things ? 

                                

Men:  Especially so indeed . (   .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , since some people are desirous of bad things , while others desire good things ,     

                                                 

not all human-beings , my good man  , appear to thee to desire good things ?  

C                               

Men: Not as far as I am concerned . (   .)  

Soc:  Since some are desirous of bad things ? (    )  

Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Do you mean , by thinking that the bad things are good  , or by actually recognizing/knowing ,  

                                                              

that they are bad , but nevertheless , go on desiring selves ?   

                          

Men:  Both it appears , as far as I am concerned . (   )   

Soc:  Since it truly appears to thee  , O Meno , that anyone who recognizes that bad things are bad ,  

                                                       

would nevertheless desire selves ?  

                

Men:  Quite so . ( .) 

Soc:  What do you mean by to desire ?  Or do you mean to come to be self ?  

D                                                        

Men:  To come to be . For what else can it mean ?   

                                            

Soc:  Is there anyone who is led to believe that bad things benefit the one who  becomes bad ,  

                                                       

or do they recognize that bad things harm the one in whom bad things would be present ? 

                                                                         

Men:  There are those , on the one hand , who are led to believe that bad things benefit ,  
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and those , on the other hand , who recognize that bad things do harm .  

                                                          

Soc:  And do they really appear to thee to recognize , that bad things are bad ,  

                                         

when they are led to believe that bad things are beneficial ?  

                                            

Men:  They indeed do not at all appear like this to me .  

                                            

Soc:  Is it not clear then , on the one hand , that these people do not desire bad things , since they are 

                                                        

unaware , that selves are bad , but they desire those things which they think are good , whereas  

                                                     

on the other hand , they are indeed bad ? So that it is clear that those who are unaware that selves  

E                                                         

are bad , and instead think that selves are good , desire good things . Or do you disagree ?    

                                                

Men:  It is quite possible in their case . (     .)  

Soc:  What next then ? On the one hand , as thou says , those who go on desiring bad things ,  

                                                                     

are on the other hand , being led to believe that bad things harm the one who becomes bad ,  

                                                            

by recognizing , without a doubt , that they will be harmed by selves ?   

                              ’     

Men: Necessarily . ( ) 

Soc:  But do they not think that those who are harmed are miserable to the degree that they are harmed ?  

           ’           

Men:  This is also necessary . (    )  

Soc:  But are not those that are miserable , mean-spirited ?  

                                      

Men:  I do indeed think so . (   )  

Soc:  Therefore , is there anyone at all who wishes to be miserable and mean-spirited ? 

                                              

Men:  It does not appear to me to be the case , O Socrates .  

                                                      

Soc:  Accordingly then it is not the case , that anyone wishes for bad things , O Meno , unless  ,   

                                                                      

if they do indeed wish to be in such a condition .    For what else is it to be miserable  ,  

                                     

than to desire bad things and to possess/acquire/have/hold/procure/own/get  them .    

                          ()                          

Men:  What you say is probably true , O Socrates , and no one wishes for bad things .  

B                  
 

these concerns are encompassed by the two arguments in the first Type/Model  ,  
                                              

according to which Model , one must Mythologize about The Gods ,  
                              ’                                                     

by always Celebrating The Goodness of Selves and  
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by Preserving/Guarding Their blamelessness from wrongdoing . 
                                                                                  

Then moving on to The Second Type/Model , we shall find that Self is Two-fold . 
                                                            

 

The Laws of The Well-Governed/Modeled City 

Socrates: 19 Then if anyone says that the breaking of oaths and treaties (Iliad IV 73) , which   
                                                                            

Pandaros broke , were brought-about through Athena and Zeus , we shall not praise him . Nor   
               ’                  

that , among The Gods , the discord and dispute came about through Themis and Zeus .  Nor 
                                                                      ’ 

in turn , must we allow the young to hear , as Aeschylus says , that : 
                            

God implants the cause in mortals , when He intends to utterly ruin a house . 

                                                 
 

But if any poet writes about the ‘Sorrows of Niobe’ in which these iambic lines occur , or about  
’                                               

the tales of the Pelopids , or the Trojan business or anything else of that sort , we must either not 
                                                                              

allow them to describe these events as the work of God , or if they do describe it as of God , then 
                                                                                                    

we must discover , as near as possible , The Logos for Selves which we are now looking for ;  
                                                                                 

we must declare , that on the one hand , The God wrought a Just and Good Work , and on the   
B                                                            

other hand , they were Benefited by being Corrected . But to first describe those who received   

                                                                                           

Justice as wretched , then to say that God certainly made them so , the poet must not be allowed   
                                                        

to say .  But if on the one hand , they should say that the bad ones were wretched since  
  ’                                                                      

they were in need of Correction , and then were Benefited by being-given The Justice of God ,   
                                                        

this we must allow . But to say that Being-Good , God becomes “a cause of wrongs” to anyone ,    
                                                            

must to be fought against in every way ; nor must anyone allow that to be said in the city of self , 
                                                           

if they intend it to be Well-governed , nor must anyone hear it , neither younger nor older , nor 
C                        

must one mythologize such a falsehood either in verse (poetry) or without verse (prose); for such 
                                            ’                                                       

sayings , if spoken are neither pious nor fortunate for us , nor are selves concordant with selves . 
                                 

Ade: (he said) I cast my vote with thine for this Law , and I am satisfied .   
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Soc: (then I said) Now then , on the one hand , This , would be One of The Laws  
          ’                                                      

and Shapes/Types/Outlines/Models/Characters concerning Gods , within which the speaker    
                                                                                             

must speak and the poet compose ; that God is not The Cause of all , but of The Good .   
                

Ade:   (he said)  And that is quite sufficient . (   ’ ) 

Soc:  But what then , of This Second One ? Do you then believe that The God is a sorcerer    
D                                                                  

and capable of manifesting Himself , deliberately , in different forms at different times ,  
                                              

sometimes becoming and alternating The Self Ideal into many shapes , but at other times ,  
                      

deceiving us and making us think it is Him in such a way  ?  Or is He Absolutely-Simple 
                                     

and least likely of all that exist to step outside The Limit of The Idea of Himself ? 
                                                                      

Ade: (he said)   I can indeed not answer at the present time in this way .    
                                                                    

Soc:  What then of the following way ? Is it not necessarily the case , that if indeed anything 
                                                                                                          

should alter the idea of self , either self is moved by itself or by something else ? 
        ’   ’        

Ade:  That is necessarily the case . ( ) 

Soc:  On the one hand , is it not the case then , that of those that are moved by       
E                                                                                                  

something else , those that exist in the best possible condition , are least liable to be altered  
                                                                                        

and moved ? Such as , the body by food and drink and labor , and all plants by    
                  

the heat of The Sun and wind and such affections/passions/conditions ; is it not true ,    
                                            

that the healthiest and strongest ones , are least capable of being-altered ? 
                                   

Ade:  How then , could it not be the case ? (   ) 

Soc:  But would not The Most Virile Souls and Those with The Most Presence of Mind ,  
                                             

be least disturbed and altered by any experience/affection from without/outside ? 
                                                

Ade:  Yes . ( ) 

Soc:  And surely according to The Self/Same Logos , I indeed suppose , that all composites ;  
                                                                 

 such as , furniture and buildings and clothing ; those that are well-made and in good-condition ,   
                                       

are least altered by time and the other affections (from without .) 
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Ade:  These things are certainly the case . (   )  

Soc:  Hence everything that exists in a good-state , either by Nature or by Art or by both ,  
B                                                                

least of all , admits of transformation by something else . 
          ’     

Ade:  That is likely .  ( ) 

Soc:  Certainly then , The God and indeed Those Which are Attributed to God ,  
                                                                                    

Have-To-Be , In-Every-Way , In-Perfect-Condition . 
                                                            

Ade:  How could it not then , be the case ?  (   ’ )  

Soc:  Surely then in this way , God will be least likely to-take-on many shapes (from outside) . 
                                           ()       

Ade:  The Least likely , to be sure .  (   ) 

Soc:    20    But accordingly then , would Self transform and alter Self ? 
                              ’                      

Ade:  (he said) It is clear that Self would , if indeed Self does alter .  
                                                           

Soc:  Therefore , would He transform towards the Better and Fairer than Himself ,  
                                          

or towards the worse and more ugly than Himself ? 
                       

Ade: (he said)  He must necessarily change for the worse , if indeed He does change ; for 
C                                                                    

I suppose we shall indeed not say there exists a deficiency in The God of Beauty or Virtue .   
                                                                    

Soc: Thou speaks Most Correctly ; and if He Exists Thus (Perfect) , does it appear to thee 
’                                                                

O Adeimantos, that anyone at all whether God or human would willingly make Self worse !? 
                                           
Ade:  (he said)  Impossible !   (   ) 

Soc:  (I said)  Accordingly then , it is impossible , that God “should wish to alter” Self .   
                                                                   

But as it is likely , Each One of Selves  , by Being , The Most-Beautiful and The Best that Is  
                                                                   

Possible , Eternally Abides , Absolutely-Simple In The Ideal-Form-Perfect of Self . 
                                                                                

Ade:  (he said) To me at least , that conclusion appears to be in every way Necessary .   
                                                                                             

 

For on the one hand , it is common for Self to reveal The Doctrine that The Divine is Wholly  
                                                                                      

Impassive , and thus never changes nor engages in deceiving that Self changes ;  
                                                 

for this would also bear/carry/transfer a certain affection/passivity/passion to Self ; 
                                                                                                ’    
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for that which willingly deceives is not Impassive .  
                                                              

On the other hand , one might say that The Second Model is Two-fold , 
                                                                                         

since The Whole Logos is divided into that Self which does not change  
                                                     

which corresponds with The Truth , and thus by Self Being Changeless  
                                         ’                                                        

Self does not misled and deceive those who observe that Self does change .  
                                           

One Aspect (380D-381E) of Self reveals that The Divine is Changeless ,  
                                                                     

while The Other Aspect (381E-382A) of Self reveals that The Divine is Solely Truthful , 
                                                                                                                      

by Being Free/Liberated from all deceit and falsehood . 
                                                                    

How then , is the first of these two aspects revealed ?   
                                                               

Surely then , the following Axiom/Self-evident Truth is again assumed prior to The Logos . 
                                                                                    

Everything that changes , either changes by-itself ,  
                                                 ’      

as when a soul deliberately/willfully/freely maintains vice or Virtue ,  
                                                          

or else by-another ; as when a body is being heated or being cooled .  
                                  ’                          

Then this assumption infers , that The Divine must also change in one of these ways , 
                              

 unless The Divine Is Changeless . 
                                                                            

 

First let us assume that a certain God is changed by-another . 
                                                   ’    

Is it not so that everything that undergoes change is weaker than that which makes the change , 
                                                  

 if indeed the one acts , while the other undergoes .  
                                                                              

Whereas All The Divine Is Most-Powerful-Efficacious , 
                                                                              

and thus weakness is far removed from The Gods by being a material affection .  
                                                                       

So that not Any of The Gods undergo change by-another ; for nothing can be more powerful . 
                        ’               

since that which undergoes change by-another possesses something less powerful . 
                                ’                                 

This Logos might appear to make only one God ;  

P                                              
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for among Many Real-Beings , there is also The One which is More-Powerful .  
                                                                                   

Or rather , The One is More-Powerful , but not than the weaker , 
                                                                   

but than That which Possesses an Innate Immoveable Power . 
                                                                 

For The Solar Intellect is not weak because ,  
                                                               

Self does not Possess That Power which The Demiurge Possesses ,  
                                                                       

but rather , Self Possesses The Apex of Power in Its Innate Ideal-Self .  
                            ’                                  

Therefore that which is weak , is weak through a Declination/lessening of its innate power ,  
                                 ’                          

but not through an inferiority/subordination of Self to That which is Superior .  
                          ’                                                                         

For in this way , Everything , would be weak , except One . 
                                                                   

And if weakness is harmful , then everything would participate of harm except One .  
                                                                   

 

However , Declination harms nothing ;  
                                                                               

for Everything is rendered In-The-Way-Of-Ousia by This Procession .  
                                                                                                  

Therefore if the weakness as Declination was In-The-Way-Of-Ousia ,  
                                                                                     

then all which is harmful would not be harmful by being-In-The-Way-Of-Ousia   
                                                                            

(for that which is In-The-Way-Of-Ousia is According to Nature ,  
                          (                                                                  

while that which is harmful is contrary to Nature) , 
                                                                                      )   

and in this way neither The Declension nor the weakness would be harmful . 
                                                                         

Since when anything fails to possess The Power that has been Assigned/Allotted to Self ,  
  ’                                                                      

then at that time the lack-of-power is harmful .  
                                                                                      

Therefore that which changes by-another necessarily ‘has’ such a lack-of-power , 
                                     ’                                

since it fails to achieve its Innate/Proper Power .  
                                                                         

Therefore if All The Divine are The Most Powerful and The Best in The Order of Itself , 
                                                             

even if One is More-Powerful than Another , therefore That which is Subordinate ,  
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in no way at all subsists in order to change by That which is Superior .  
                                                           

For even if That Is Best in a Superior Way , there is nothing among Those that are Best  
                                                          

that changes Those that are Similar ;  
                                                                         

but instead It Preserves/Guards in a Superior Way That which is Best in Selves .  
                                                                             

For all that brings about change , entirely assimilates to itself that which undergoes change . 
                                               

Therefore , if That which is Superior were to change any of those that are inferior , 
                                                                                 

then It would Assimilate that which changes like Itself .  
                                                                 

But that which becomes like That which is Superior becomes more powerful ; 
                                                            

whereas that which becomes more powerful becomes more-changeless .  

P                                                

Then if That which is Superior were to change anything There of Those that are ‘Inferior’ , 
                                                                                

then that which changes (among The Changeless) would become ‘more-changeless’ ,  
                                                                         ’    

which is impossible . 
                                                                             

Therefore on the one hand , it has been shown , that All That Is Divine  
                                                                                       

Is Unchangeable by-another . 
                                                                  ’    

 

Thus it remains that if it changes , it undergoes this chance by/from itself . 
                                                     ’    

However All that undergoes change by/from itself , either changes to the better or to the worse .    
          ’             

But on the one hand , nothing would ever willingly change itself to the worse , for it has come  
  ’                                              

come to Light that All that undergoes this , undergoes through self ignorance of The Good . 
                                    ’               

Whereas on the other hand , if anything were to change itself to the better ,  
                                                                                     

then such a change would be chosen , because prior to the change  
                                                        

it was in need of an Innate Good . 
                                                                     

Therefore from both of these conclusions , we will attribute either involuntarily activity  
                                                                                      

or else of being in need of The Good to That which Is Divine .  
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However , The Intuitive-Knowledge that The Gods Possess is The Best  
                                                                            

and The Life that They Possess is Self-sufficient . 
                                                                                               

Accordingly then , They are neither in need of any Good  
                                                                          

nor do they undergo anything involuntarily .  
                                                                            

But if this is so , then neither do They change of/by-Themselves , 
                                                           ’          

just as They do not change by-others . 
                                                                ’              ’    

Let us once again grasp A Porism/Gift-of-Hermes/Windfall/Corollary from these conclusions ,  
                                                                                                

that The Gods are not of The Same Ousia as us in Their bodies nor in Their Souls , 
                                               

for on the one hand , that which belongs to every body is to undergo-change by-another ,  
                                                              ’    

on the other hand ,  that which belongs to our Souls is to change by-of Themselves .  
                                                                                     ’         

 

Therefore , if in The Laws [10-894] The Divine Souls are said to be Moved  
                                                                     

by A Self-Motive Motion ; by Being The Most Primary of Changes ,  
                                               

then we will proclaim this mode/way of change to be neither for the better nor for the worse ,  
               ’          

but is instead a Discursive/Extended/Unfolding Life that (Circularly) Moves/Changes  
                                                                

from One Intellection to Another Intellection , while The Self Remains in Perfection .  
    ’      ’                                           

For this reason some also call That , Unchangeable Change’  
                                               

inasmuch as Self does not depart from Her Innate Good ,  
                                                                       

by Being Always in Perfection , which Aristotle says about The Heavenly Orbits .  
          ’                                  

But The Logos at hand has assumed such changes of motion  
                                          

in those that are able to undergo change (those that are transformative) , 
                                                             

but not Those that are Discursive , through the explanation of those that follow . 

P      ’                               

Thus it follows that we will learn to refute those who say that The Gods change into  
                                 

human-beings or also into any other living-being in Their Relationships with human-beings  
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and in Their Manifestations . Thus on the one hand it is impossible for Gods to be altered ,   
                                                          

while on the other hand , it is possible for Them to Live in a Discursive Way ,  
                                                                                                         

by Being Change that is Changeless ; 
                                                         

just as we say when those that are visible undergo changing Place  
                                                

without sustaining any Qualitative-Difference at the same time .  
                                                                

Whereas the changes that undergo Difference at the same time are those of partial souls  
                                                                   

Descending or Ascending , insofar as they are also souls in physical bodies . 
                                                                 

------- 

Thus on the one hand , These Logos’ show that Every God is Changeless .   
                                                            

Whereas on the other hand , it remains to look this over .  
                                                                                  −  −   

If Self , while not changing neither by-Itself or by-another ,  
                                         ’ ’  ’    

 Self deceives us according to the way of sorcerers/wizards by appearing such as Self is not .  
                                             

Therefore in turn assume this Axiom in advance for these concerns ; 
                                         −          −                        

that all that deceive either have that which is false in itself , and by having been deceived   
                                                    

deceive another , or else self knows The Truth , but deceives by another of its energies ,  
                                  

either by not being otherwise able to overcome its enemies 
                                          −  −              

or to Benefit friends who are out of their minds (Republic 331C) 
                                             

and are incapable of being made Well by The Truth . 
                                                       

Therefore do The Gods possess falsehood within and deceive in this way ? 
                                         

No since this impossible ; for every such falsehood is hateful to Gods and humans (Rep 391E) ,  
                         

for no one would thus wish to possess fraud/deceit in themselves ;  
                                                      

for to be deceived is against the will of Everyone .  
                                                                     

Accordingly then , if They are not being deceived , would They then deceive others ?  
                                                                             ’         

No , since this is not possible ; for nothing is hateful to The Gods nor A Friend , 
                   ’                   
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who is disposed in a thoughtless way . 
                                                                          

Accordingly then , fraud/deception is in no way Proper/Just for The Gods ,  
                                                                             

insofar as They have not been deceived ,  
                                                                         ’           

nor inasmuch as They are Friends of those who are being deceived , nor as enemies . 
         ’                                                                        

 

Thus on the one hand , Such are The Outlines/Theological Models , according to which  
                                                                                               ’        

he intends to set out concerning myths of The Gods by preserving these three ;  
                                                           

(1) The Divine is Good and is only The Cause of Those that are Good ; 
                                                                      

(2) The Divine is Changeless , changing neither by-another nor by-Itself ;   
                       ’ ’  ’ ’    

(3) The Divine is Truthful , and thus neither deceives by possessing the power to deceive ,  

P                                                                  

nor through self deception . 
                                                                ’      

These then having been shown by Plato , this puzzle arises in relation to The First Outline ;  
                                         

from where do defects arise ?        
                                                                                     

For if defects arise from The Gods , 
                                                                                

The Logos that shows that They are only The Cause of Those that are Good is false , 
                                                                               

  or if defects arise from another source , 
                                                                                              

then on the one hand , if this other source arises from The Gods ,  
                                                                                                        

then The Divine is the cause of exceedingly many defects .  
                                                                   

Whereas on the other hand , if this other source does not arise from The Gods ,  
                                                                                                                                

then The First Principles are more than One ;  
                                                                                      

such as , one for The Good and another for the defects . 
                                                                                            

Then in relation to The Second Outline ;  
                                                                                           

how then , do The Self-Revelations of The Gods arise ,  
                                                                      

if at one time Their Manifestations are Luminous-Spirits without form ,  
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while at another time Their Manifestations have Luminous Forms ?  
                                                                                                             

For if we do not accept These , then we would overturn the whole of Sacred Devotions  
                                                         

and the works of theurgists , and besides these , the Spontaneous Epiphanies of The Gods   
                             

when They Reveal Themselves in different shapes at different times .  
                                                                     

Therefore it is puzzling how Something of The Divine Beings -who do not change-  
                                                                                 

 is witnessed-by-Self in different forms . 
                                                            

Then in regards to The Third Outline/Model ; how can false pronouncements be given ,   
                                                                                 

(of which all oracles are full) from The Oracles who do not lie ?   
                                         

And how can it not be the case , by The Good Being Prior to The Truth ,  
                                                                     

that The Gods will also sometimes tell a lie , for the sake of The Good ,  
                                                                                 

and deceive those who are unworthy to light upon The Truth at that time ? 
                                               

For one might be puzzled by these in relation to the previous Logos’ , 
                                          

even if They were demonstrated by means of Necessity . 
                                                            ’        

 

Thus on the one hand , these concerns have been dealt with at greater length elsewhere ,  
                                                                            

but on the other hand , for now let us briefly say if you like ,  
                                                                            

that in relation to the first puzzle , that defects do not arise from The Gods  
                                                     

nor do they make their first entrance into existing-entities from some other ‘cause’ . 
            ’                             ’      

 For it is not possible to introduce neither Ideas of defects nor to say that matter   
                                                         

is the cause of selves ; for All The Ideas are both Divine and Intellectual and Ousian 
                                                       

or The Perfections that Pre-subsist in Their Ousia ; 
                                                        

so that the matter is led-in by A Divine Source by being necessary to The Kosmos , and 
                                                                    

does not make defects , since matter helps bring to completion the generation of The All , 

P                                                           

nor is matter Good , since it is the last of Wholes , but has its rank in those that are necessary ;  
                                      ’                 
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for All those such as this exist for the sake of something else . Therefore ,  
                                                                                      

one must in no way suppose/assume neither an Ideal/Formal nor Material Cause for defects , 
                                               ’         

nor generally , one must not assume A Singular Origin/Cause/Source for defects , whereas 
  ’                                                                                                                 ’ 

as Self says , one must say that there , there are partial and dispersed co-ordinate-circumstances   
                              

for selves ; partial on the one hand , since they are not one of The Wholes ,  
                                                                                   

such as Intellect or Soul or body ,  
                                                                        

since  they are many , because they are not One .  
                                                                                                

And for this reason Self said that one must search for something  
                                                                

other than Causes for selves (Republic 379C [Page 6]) . 
                                         ’            

For if a body shares in every way of that which is bad , then there are different things 
                                                       

in this , which are asymmetrically disposed to each other that eventually produce 
                                                  − 

disease as a co-ordinate-circumstance , when each intends to dominate .  
                                               −                      

And if a soul shares in every way of that which is bad ,  
                                                                                                                   

then there are also different forms/shapes of life in this , that are also in some way opposed ,  
                                                                             

from which conflict with each other , something bad is insinuated into each other , 
                                                         

when each one does for itself (and not for The Whole . jfb) . 
                                  

Therefore body must also be composed from this kind of conflict ,  
                                                                

in order that there be something that is also perishable and in order that  
                            ’                                                                        

The Kosmos be Complete by being composed out of All  ,  
                                                                            

There must also be a mixture of souls here below , in order that there be  
                                                                     ’                      

no lack of a share of irrational lives for those here  , nor in turn of Rational Lives   
                                                  ’               

to be implanted in bodies apart from an Intermediary , and bring-about/perform  
                                                               

and undergo/experience those perceptions associated with irrational lives ;  
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such as desiring , perceiving , imagining ; for there is need of these for mortals , 
                                       

even if they are destined to be preserved for a brief time .  
                                                               

Therefore those that are bad/defective arise-as-a-co-ordinate-consequence of the primary  
                                                                                         

energies of those that exist and for the sake of nothing else than The Good , and 
                                        ’                        

The All uses  selves’ parallel-existence for Its needs and they are made good  
                                         

by the power of those that use them .  
                                                                     

And for this reason there is no unmixed/pure/absolute bad/defect (Republic 352C) ,  
                                                                             

since they have been Allotted a trace of good . And thus , that which is defective 
            ’                                                      

comes from The Gods , inasmuch as it is in a certain way good (Parmenides 142E) ,  
                                                                                         

and these are incoherent/sporadic-occurrences from other ‘causes’ that are partial and more  
                                                ’             

that arise for those many selves .   
                                                         

Thus on the one hand , The Logos says this much in relation to the first enquiry  
                                                                         

concerning defects , by bringing to Light that The Gods are not causes of selves . 
                                                         

 

On the other hand , this must be said in relation to the second inquiry concerning  

P                                                                                        

Their Self-Revelation ; that by The Gods Remaining Immutable , Selves 
                                                       

neither admit nor reject anything , therefore it is Their Divine Apparitions  
                                                    

that are projected , that receive Their generation in the place around us . 
                                                      

For those who are Seeing are using their bodies , while The Divine Selves 
                                                       

Are In-corporeal , The Visions that are extended from Selves  
                                              ’   

to those who have on the one hand , something worthily-akin-alike  
                                                                                                     

to Those from whom Their Apparitions are extended , 
                                                                                                

and on the other hand , have something akin to those who are Seeing (Symposium …) ;  
                                                                           

for this reason They are both Seen and not Seen by everyone . 
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For Those who See Selves See Their Radiant-Form that Envelops Their (Invisible) Souls ;   
                                              

and surely then They are often Seen when the eyes are closed .  
                                             

Thus on the one hand , insofar as Their-Radiant-Forms are Extended and Manifested  
                                                                                                   

in-another such as in The (Invisible) Air , then They Subsist akin to Those who See .  
                                                                  

But on the other hand , insofar as They are Projected as Divine (Invisible) Light and by Being 
                                                                                                 

Efficacious and by Being Representations of The Powers of The Gods through The Visible   
                                            

Symbols of Selves , then They are Suspended from The Superior Beings who Extend Selves . 
                                                     

 For this reason Their Ineffable Token-Symbols are also Impressed ,  
                                                         

by Being Projected at one time in one Form , but at another time in another .  
                                                                     

The (Chaldean) Oracles (143) also make clear what the theurgist says ; 
                                                                               

that on the one hand , All The Divine are In-corporeal , while on the other hand ,  
                                                                           

bodies are bound to Selves for the sake of ourselves , who are not able to Participate  
                                                

In-corporeally of The In-corporeal , due to ‘the corporeal nature into which you are grafted’.  
                                            

Thus on the one hand , These Apparitions become visible and Invisible 
                                                                              

 according to The Will of The Gods , since Selves are Invisible , 
                                                          

while Remaining such as They Are ; neither acquiring anything from These Apparitions  
                                           

nor by undergoing any alteration (Symposium 210E) . 
                                                                                                   

just as The Intelligible Ideas do not become neither corporeal nor composite 
                                              

 nor take-on-the-shape of those made to subsist according to Selves  
                                                              ’         

such as those made to subsist , by not being such as those . 
                                                  
Therefore Every God is Shapeless , even if Selves-Are-Revealed  in a way that involves shape ;  

P                                                                    

for the shape is not in Selves , but from Self , for it is not possible for the one to whom 
                     ’ ’                              

Self-Is-Revealed , to See That which is Shapeless in a way that involves no shape , 
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but instead , the one Sees in a way that involves shape according to the nature of Self . 
               ’                                                                 

Let this much be said in relation to The Second Enquiry . 
                                                    

 

Whereas in relation to The Third Enquiry one must reply , that  
                                                                               

the falsehood is accordingly , not in those who are uttering The Oracles , 
                                                                                    

but in those who are receiving The Oracular Pronouncements ; for on the one hand  
           ’                                                       

in every Oracular Shrine , the one who utters Oracles neither deceives nor is being deceived . 
                                              

Whereas on the other hand , those who consult The Oracle receive the pronouncements  
                                                                                   

in an unfavorable way through the weakness and lack of aptitude of themselves .  
                                                        

Nor does this come about in a way that is contrary to The Will of Those who give Oracles ,  
                                                            

for They wish that only those who are worthy consultants  
                                                          

should have those things of which they are worthy .  
                                                                                         

Thus on the one hand , it does not belong to some who consult The Oracle  
                                                                                        

to Know The Truth that is established in a Pure Way beside Selves , 
                                                          ’   

thus on the other hand , they undergo such things that belong to them .  
                                                                                                  

through the falsehood that has come into selves and subsists in selves .  
                                           

Thus on the one hand , They are neither ignorant of The Truth  
                                                                                      

nor are They hidden (for it is not Lawful for Selves) ,  
                                            (                    )   

while on the other hand ,  they consult those from whom The Truth remains hidden  
                              ’                                                      

who are diametrically-opposed to those who Participate in Its Benefit . 
                                                                                            

What then is the lack-of-aptitude , through which The Truth is received   
                                              ’             

not as She happens to be , but as She is not by being distorted by those who receive Self , 
          ’           

has been related at greater length in what has been written On The Oracles ,  
                                                           

and the histories in the prophetic-shrines bear-witness for us ,  
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when they say that it is either through to the place or through the proper time or through 
                                                                            

the mode of the translation of the oracular-pronouncements or through some other error 
                                                   

that the falsehood has a parallel-existence among the Oracular Shrines .  
                                                                 

 

(William O’Neill , Proclus Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades P78 <118> :  

“Nothing can subsist parallel either to The Simple Beings or to the Constant Participants ;  

for in the one case Simplicity , and in the other case Perpetuity of Participation prevents 

parallel existence .  The inferior , then must come into parallel existence with the third class ,  

the intermittent Participants , of the unjust with The Just , the ugly with The Beautiful ,  

the unequal with The Equal at this third level .” 
 

For besides this is also possible to result , that the questions were not put correctly , 
                              

not to mention that there are indeed the other More Authentic Causes , The Causes Being 
                                                        

from here below , while The Gods Always Extend The Truth of Selves from On-High  
                                          

for those who are capable of Lighting-upon Self . 
                                                                          

 

Therefore on the one hand , these concerns have also been fairly dealt with elsewhere ,  
P                                                                   

whereas on the other hand , it has been shown from all these concerns ,   
                                                                                               

that there are These Two Laws Guiding Theological-Concerns .  
                                                                      

And since The Second is Twofold , all The Three Models are those which follow .  
                                                                   

(1) On the one hand , it is Proper to assign to The Gods Solely Good-Productions ;  
                                                                     

(2) On the other hand , They are Wholly Changeless ;  
                                                                               

(for they are neither changed by/from Themselves nor by/from another) , 
                     (                                         ’                    ’      )   

(3) Furthermore , The Gods Are Truthful in All Their Energies/Activities . 
                                                                    

These Models are also consistent with those three found in Book 10 of The Laws (900D) ,  
                                                       

as we said , such as , in Their Goodness, in Their Power and in Their Knowledge . 
                                                                              

Furthermore , by Plato adding in his remarks concerning The Truth (Republic 382E)  
                                                   

that it is not only That which Is Divine that is Wholly without-falsehood , but also 
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That which is Daimonic/Spiritual , then one must grasp from this , the additional Model ; 
                                                                          

(4) that That which is Truly and Wholly A Daimonic/A-Divine-Spiritual-Power   
                                                                                      

(not that according to habit [addiction-] , which also undergoes various changes  
     (                                                            

and which deceives those with whom it may become intimate) , 
                                                                      )   

since on the one hand , All that is Daimonic according to Ousia ,  
                                                                           ’    

is Truthful by Being Wholly Rational , 
                                                        

while on the other hand , all that is irrational is un-receptive of both Truth and falsehood . 
                                                                             

And because of this Plato did not also say that All that is Daimonic and Divine is Truthful ,  
                                              

but that All are Without-falsehood ; for All are Unreceptive of falsehood .  
                   ’                                                   

Thus on the one hand , The Daimonic Solely speaks The Truth by Its Nature (Rational) ,  
                                                                              

while on the other hand , the daimonic-by-habit is un-able to speak The Truth nor falsehood .  
                                                                                  ’                   

Therefore daimons of this kind are deceptive ; which question or subvert oracular-prophesies  
                                                

or who respond to invocations or who have relations with anyone , of themselves/spontaneously,  
                                                 

and are of those kind of daimons according to their habit . Therefore if some people  
                                                                            

have been deceived by Daimons that are Truly Daimons , then in that case ,  
                                                    

they are deceived by themselves and not by Those Daimons/Divine-Holy-Spirits ,  
                         ’         ’                                                   

just as we also said in the case of The Gods . For this is The Common Logos given by Plato  
                                                    

concerning the-absence-of-falsehood in both Gods and Daimons (Republic 382E) . 
                                                                      

 

From Plato’s Cratylus , On Daimons/Holy-Spirits 
 

Socrates: What then shall we consider after this ? 
397E                         

Hermogenes : Surely then , it is clear that we should consider Daimonas/Spirits .  
                                                                                                 

Soc:  O Hermogenes , and what in the world could the name of the daimons truly signify ?  
                                                         

See if thou thinks there is anything in that which I am going to say .  
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Her: Only speak ! (  .) 

Soc:  Therefore does Thou know that which Hesiod says the Daimonas are ? 
                                               

Her:  I do not know .  (  .) 

Soc:  Nor that he says that ‘A Golden Race of human-beings were the first to be born’ ? 
                                       

Her:  This I know indeed .  (   .) 

Soc:  Now then , he says this about Self ;  
                                

‘Whereas seeing that This Race has been Veiled by Destiny , They are called Holy Spirits 
                        ’       

Under The Earth , Good-Noble Averters of harm , Guardians of mortal human-beings’ . 
                                               

Her:  Surely then , what then ?  (   ;) 

Soc:  I think Self means that The Nature of The Golden Race was not Golden (In-corruptible) ,  
                               

but Beautiful and Good  . Thus a sound proof for me is that he says that we are the iron race .  
’                   

Her:  What thou says is True .  (  .)  

Soc:  Does Thou not also suppose that if Anyone of Those now is Good , 
                                                              

that Hesiod would say that That Self would belong to That Golden Race ?  
                                      

Her:  That is indeed likely/reasonable . 
                                          

Soc:  But are The Good any other than The Mindful ? 
           ’                               

Her:  The Mindful . ( ) 

Soc:  Now then as it appears to myself , he means this above all about Those Daimonas ; that  
                                                  

since They were Mindful and Knowledgeable ; he named Selves Daimonas ; and indeed in our  
                                        

ancient language their name turns out to be The Self/Same . Therefore , both this one and all the  
                                                       

other poets thus speak Correctly/Beautifully , when they say that when a person who is Good  
                                                                     

comes to the end of their Life , they have a Great Destiny and Honor and become Daimons   
                                                          

according to their name of Mindfulness . Therefore I set this down , that every human-being ,   
                        ’          

who will be Good , both those that are Living and Those who have Completed Life , 
                                                                             

are also Rightly called Daimona/Divine-Holy-Spirits . 
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